The Monaco Yacht show is one of the most prestigious events in the industry's calendar, alongside The International Yacht and
Aviation Awards. Just as certain events and locations are intrinsically synonymous with the Yacht business, there are a select
few names which are consistently associated with the industry. When such names collaborate on a project, the result instantly
commands attention.
Designed by the famous Tim Heywood for her exteriors and with interiors by the increasingly successful Laura Sessa, Event is
the very first hull of Amels 199 Limited Series vessel. A particularly promising project, Event is the result of a long and successful
collaboration between Imperial and the renowned Amels shipyard, built with winning-awards projects and strong partnership.
Furthermore the dual-design team of Heywood and Sessa ensures Event lives up to her name and is a substantial showpiece.
This 60-metre super yacht boasts, as main feature, an incredible scimitar bow which gives her a incomparable behavior while
cruising. Imperial's team managed and implemented in her entire construction process whilst being entrusted as the owner’s
representative, at his request. The yacht's build was supervised during every stage by Imperial's expert teams and their efforts were
rewarded when the yacht won a World Superyacht Award last year.
Her roaring layout includes a touch-and-go helipad on the bow, a unique beach club leisure deck with sauna or a custom LIMO
tender similar as the vessel with a scimitar bow too, also designed by Tim Heywood. As a special feature, her circle windows
enhance the natural light on board. Laura Sessa created a bespoke interior design for Event's 6 staterooms, full-beam Owner suite,
and the entertainment spaces. Event comprises accommodation for 13 guests and 17 crew members. The overall ambiance of the
interior design is an incredible and warm atmosphere with rare amenities designed by most of the major handcraft suppliers in the
world.
Event is testament to the great minds, intelligent insight, excellence of experience and substantial style of the talented teams
which brought her to life. In this case, Monaco is the event but Event is the star. www.imperial-yachts.com
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